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.Digital Computer Laboratory 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 

SUBJECT: 

To: 

From: 

Date: 

Attending: 

Agenda; 

By: ^&<±. 

GUOUP LEADERS' MEETING. May JL2, 1952 

Group Leaders 

David R. Brown 

May 14, 1952 

C. Yv. Adams, D. R. Brown, S. H. Dodd, 
R. R. Everett, H. Fahnestock, N. H. Taylor, 
C. R. Vveiser, P. Youtz 

1. Indoctrination 
2 . Vihittemore Space 
3 . Test Equipment Committee 
4 . Laboratory Mail Service 
5. Telephones 

1. Indoctrination 

Weiser suggested that R. P. Mayer'3 inter-office 
correspondence, "Preliminary Outline for Digital Computer 
Laboratory Training Course," be considered. 

Everett stated that a seven-week program appeared 
to him to be needlessly long. 

Youtz asked if the new staff members were to be 
in one area during a course of the program. 

Veiser replied that they were. 

Everett asked when the program would start. 

V.eiser stated that this would depend upon when 
the staff were arriving. 

Taylor stated that most of his staff would be 
here by about July 1. 

Everett then asked if the program starts June 15, 
what happens to those who come in before or after that date? 

Taylor stated that the first eight lectures might 
be run several times. 
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Everett then asked what the new staff would do 

when they were not receiving lectures or doing homework. 

Taylor replied that some of the men will be 
assigned to groups and will be able to do some useful 
work there. Others will have no assignment. 

Everett stated that seven weeks should not be 
required to teach the basic facts of digital computers. 

Taylor stated that he did not think that seven 
weeks were unreasonable. Thorough introduction would pay 
for itself later. 

weiser stated that he had found such a course 
necessary for his program. He added that for his group 
the people who come in before the program Is ready to start 
are given a reading list and left on their own. 

Everett pointed out that weiser's problem is 
different from Taylor's. Taylor's people do have some 
knowledge of electronics; whereas, Reiser's usually have 
no knowledge of digital computing and programing. 

Taylor stated that he thought that indoctrina
tion was also necessary for computer component and systems 

development. The men we are getting this June do not have 
experience in pulse circuits or block diagrams. 

Dodd stated that new men in the systems group 
seem to get along all right without indoctrination. 

Taylor pointed out that the systems group, however, 
has a higher ratio of senior men. 

Everett suggested that 46 hours of lectures in 
280 working hours were too little. 

Weiser pointed out that at least ten days of 
homework should be included. 

Taylor stated that seven weeks may be too long, 
but some such program is necessary. 

Everett pointed out that one day on binary 
arithmetic was certainly too much, one-half hour should be 
sufficient. 

Weiser stated that the program used by his group 
is outlined in 11-1421 and works very well. This is a six-
week program. 
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Dodd suggested that Taylor's indoctrination 

program might logically include some laboratory work. 

Fahnestock asked Xoutz if the teaching done at 
the Radar bchool were applicable. 

Youtz replied that at the Radar School the 
lectures were one hour long and were given at the rate 
of four per day. The object in that case was to train 
men to operate and maintain raaars. The course was about 
eight weeks long. 

Brown asked if layer's program should be revised. 

Taylor replied that it might be compressed some. 

V.eiser commentea that for men who intend to do 
programing, a certain amount of knowledge must be committed 
to memory. This includes the block diagram of the computer 
and the order code. To commit these to memory, the program 
cannot be rushed. The work these men do later will be far 
more effective if they have had a proper and thorough in
troduction. 

Taylor asked how the program might be improved. 

Dodd suggested that the introductory part might 
be compressed and given rather frequently, say once a week. 
After the one week introduction, the group could be split 
in two, those for Group 61 and those for Group 62. Then, 
each group would have its own more specialized program. 
These lectures could be at a slower pace and include home
work and might also include productive work at a real 
assignment. 

Taylor commented that repeating the introductory 
part each week would be a very good solution to the problem 
presented by the dispersion in the arrival of new staff. 

bverett stated that we might give the introductory 
part of the program each week beginning as soon as possible 
and decide on an upper limit or quota for each week. If new 
men cannot fill this quota, some of our recent arrivals who 
would benefit from the introduction could be used to fill in. 

Adams asked if this introductory program would be 
for all new people. 

Everett stated that it would, except that it would 
be a program with electronics and programing options. The 
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introduction part of Layer's proposal should be revised 
to be presented in one week. It should include items 1, 
2 and 3 of section 1, then perhaps a day or two of material 
prepared by Adams on programing. If two days were allowed, 
it could include a trip to the tape room, operation of the 
computer, etc. 

After some discussion, it appeared that a one-
week introduction Bight have items 1 and 2 of layer's 
proposal on the first day, item 3 and a talk by Dodd on 
systems on the seconu day and a section on programing pre
pared by Adams on the third and fourth days. 

Everett commented that the 200 copies of R-12? 
now on order r:;ay not be sufficient. 

Brown asked when the indoctrination program should 
start. 

Taylor replied that it should definitely start 
by June 1. It would be desirable to have it start next 
week, Lay 19. 

Everett suggested that the group in the program 
be limited to a maximum of ten. He asked if there is one 
person responsible for carrying out thi3 new introductory 
indoctrination program. 

V«eiser replied that Attridge and Layer are now 
working together. 

Adams commented that Phil Bagley is interested 
in teaching. 

Everett suggested that we should assign some one 
person the responsibility. Taylor, weiser and Adams should 
get together and chose this one person. 

2. VJhittemore Space 

Taylor commented that the fourth floor now had 
a telephone. Vihen could Adams* people move? 

Adams stated that he had five staff on the second 
floor of Building 2 now. The number of desks is about ten. 

Everett stated that we lack a plan of space for 
the Barta Building. All of Adams people should eventually 
move to Barta, but this will take several months. Not much 
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space is going to be available in the Barta Building. 

Adams suggested that perhaps the math group should 
be in the Vihitten.ore Building. He stated that he would like, 
however, to have space in unrestricted areas. This might 
be possible if the math group could get the present machine 
shop and sheet-metal shop space. He asked when this space 
would be available. 

Fahnestock replied that it might be available in 
August. 

3. Test Equipment Committee 

Brown 3tated that the Test Equipmant Committee 
held its first meeting on Kay 9« At that time, nothing 
definite was accomplished but the responsibilities and 
duties of the Test Equipment Committee were discussed. 
Our number one Job is to review the purchasing situation, 
particularly with regard to oscilloscopes, synchroscopes 
and standard test equipment. Y*e will first determine what 
equipment we now have and how it is allocated and what we 
have on order, v.e will then study the growth in staff and 
try to predict our future needs to see if there are any 
gaps in the equipment ordered. 

Other problems were discussed at the meeting. 
One of these was the establishment of a maintenance group 
for the test equipment, particularly the Tektronics scopes 
and standard test equipment. Other problems were a tube 
tester for- the Y<hittemcre Building and power supplies for 
the Vihittemore Building. One problem we will have to face 
very soon is that created by the long delivery time on 
standard test equipment. V«e will have to find some method 
of filling in until equipment begins to arrive from the 
manufacturer. 

4. Laboratory Kail System 

Brown commented that the mail situation has 
deteriorated. In one recent case, mail v.hich was put in 
the outgoing box at the close of the day did not reach the 
Barta Building until four o'clock the following afternoon. 

5. Telephones 

Taylor asked if we could have an extension of 
the K. I. T. exchange on each group leader's desk. At 
present, it is very difficult to dial 2451 and at some times 
impossible to get from whittemore to Barta. 

,JfV agned_^^Z£i£^^ 
David R. Brown q.W. 
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